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The KAHLES Helia 5 family grows...
The new Helia 5 1.6-8x42i is next to the light-strong allrounder 2.4-12x56i and the compact
driven hunt riflescope 1- 5x24i, the newest one of this product line and stands out as a powerful universal scope.

The Helia 5 1.6 8x42i is the first choice for hunters who want to be prepared ideally for as
many hunting situations and for the maximum universality. The strengths of Helia 5 1.6 8x42i
are primarily in short and medium shooting distances. A large high contrast field of view of
25.5 to 4.9 m/100m, a real 5x zoom and a lens diameter of 42 mm, offer in combination with
the high twilight performance and the proven 4- Dot reticle with KAHLES automaticlight function, optimal allround characteristics.
The ergonomic design with an overall length of only 320mm and a height of 58mm, and an
eye relief of 95mm, it is one of the most compact and at the same time safest riflescopes in
its class. Through the functional and user- friendly design, it is also ideal for very low montages. The design of the 5 Helia is furthermore ideal for rifles with innovative plastic stocks and
also for aesthetic hunting rifles with fine wood stocks. The KAHLES OILPHOBIC lens
protective coating minimizes the adhesion of dirt particles and also facilitates significantly the
purification of water stains, oils and natural resins.
If the quick shot at a driven hunt, detailed sight in the game, absolute safety and
reliability for big game hunting, but also day/ night capability at hide hunting are
required, then the Helia 5 1.6-8x42i is your first and best choice!

KAHLES . Never miss THE MOMENT.
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High resulution pictures:
If you need high-resolution pictures for printing, do not hesitate to contact me with e-mail.
Technical details:
All technical product features are already on our website to find.
KAHLES - The riflescope pioneer since 1898
In the past history KAHLES has set many milestones as the world 's oldest and still existing riflescope
manufacturer. The strong market position of KAHLES is not only based on historical pioneer work, but also on
sustainable and innovative development and production in Austria. Each KAHLES product is developed,
manufactured and tested based on the highest quality standards in the innovative and "green" production plant
in Guntramsdorf, before it starts his way to the customer. More than 50 people - including design engineers ,
opticians, toolmakers, watchmakers and precision mechanics, to name just a few - finished near Vienna precision optical products, with the tightest tolerances and within the highest technical level.
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